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methods of teaching reading and other basic subjects, and
neglect of the superior child. Frequent changes of schools
are disturbing. Children who must often move about from
place to place, because of the nature of their father's occupa-
tion, seem to have a proportionate amount of difficulty in
adjustfng to school. It is hard for a child to break into a
new school situation.
Home adjustments as well as school adjustments frequently
need to be made. In one study of parental overattention to
the child's work at school, it was found that 70-80 per cent
of the children who were babied or pushed had poor work
habits which were growing worse. Sometimes this overatten-
tion took the form of calling for the child at school long
after the age when children are able to take care of them-
selves. At other times it took the form of constantly check-
ing up on the child's work, conferring with the teacher,
commissioning brother or sister to bring home reports of the
child, and insisting that he spend every spare minute in what
they consider profitable work.
Difficulty in Getting Along with Other Persons. — The
home conditions mentioned as possible causes of unsatis-
factory scholastic performance may also result in poor social
adjustment. The child who is the center of attention at
home discovers with a shock that the school world does not
similarly revolve about him. Unless he can develop habits
of getting along with other children, he may find himself
isolated on the island of his own egocentricity. Lack o£
skill in the games other children are playing and difficulty
in oral expression are very important deterrents to good
social adjustment. Animosities against individual teachers
occasionally distort a child's entire school life.
The child's emotional life and habits which in the past
have found expression in certain ways condition his present
school adjustment. His aversions, predilections, and drives
find an outlet in the school situation.
These problems of social adjustment should be viewed
by the teacher as opportunities — as a challenge to his skill
as a teacher. In more or less subtle ways children- may be

